Updated guidelines on screening for gestational diabetes
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Abstract: Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is associated with an increased risk of complications for both mother and baby during pregnancy as well as in the postpartum period. Screening and identifying these high-risk women is important to improve short- and long-term maternal and fetal outcomes. However, there is a lack of international uniformity in the approach to the screening and diagnosis of GDM. The main purpose of this review is to provide an update on screening for GDM and overt diabetes during pregnancy, and discuss the controversies in this field. We take on debatable issues such as adoption of the new International association of diabetes and pregnancy study groups criteria instead of the Carpenter and Coustan criteria, one-step versus two-step screening, universal screening versus high-risk screening before 24 weeks of gestation for overt diabetes, and, finally, the role of HbA1c as a screening test of GDM. This discussion is followed by a review of recommendations by professional bodies. Certain clinical situations, in which a pragmatic approach is needed, are highlighted to provide a comprehensive overview of the subject.
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Introduction

Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) has classically been defined as any glucose intolerance first identified during pregnancy.1 Recently, the American Diabetes Association (ADA) defined it as “Diabetes diagnosed in the second or third trimester of pregnancy that is not clearly overt diabetes”.2 However, as per IADPSG (International association of diabetes and pregnancy study groups) criteria, women can be diagnosed to have GDM even in the first trimester, if fasting plasma glucose (FPG) is ≥5.1 mmol/L (92 mg/dL), but <7 mmol/L (126 mg/dL).3

GDM is associated with an increased risk of complications for both mother and baby, during pregnancy as well as in the postpartum period. Screening and identifying these high-risk women is important to improve short- and long-term maternal and fetal outcomes.4 However, there is lack of international uniformity in the approach to the screening and diagnosis of GDM.5 This is surprising, given that the strategies for making a diagnosis of diabetes mellitus are uniform across the world.2 The main reason for the diagnostic dilemma of GDM is the large number of procedures and glucose cutoffs proposed for the diagnosis of glucose intolerance in pregnancy.6 The first diagnostic criteria proposed by O’Sullivan in 1964 and its subsequent modifications (Carpenter and Coustan) were based on the maternal risk of developing type 2 diabetes, rather than on pregnancy outcomes. Recently, the recommendations from IADPSG attempt to redefine GDM in terms of adverse pregnancy outcomes, based on Hyperglycemia and Adverse Pregnancy Outcome (HAPO) study results.6 But, we are still far from attaining a holistic criteria which is based on both short and long-term outcomes.
The main purpose of this review is to provide an update on screening for GDM and overt diabetes during pregnancy, and discuss the controversies in this field. We take on debatable issues such as adoption of the new IADPSG criteria instead of the Carpenter and Coustan criteria, one-step versus two-step screening, universal screening versus high-risk screening before 24 weeks of gestation for overt diabetes, and, finally, the role of HbA1c as a screening test of GDM. This discussion is followed by a review of recommendations by professional bodies. Certain clinical situations, in which a pragmatic approach is needed, are highlighted to provide a comprehensive overview of the subject.

**Evolution of screening criteria for GDM**

The first systematic evaluation of the oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) for the diagnosis of diabetes in pregnancy was done by O’Sullivan et al in the 1950s and 1960s. Since then, the 100-g OGTT has undergone extensive modifications, to its present form, that is, Carpenter and Coustan criteria (1982). Recently, IADPSG criteria have also come into the picture.  

### 100-g OGTT

The original diagnostic criteria, based on blood glucose testing before and hourly for 3 hours after 100-g glucose intake for GDM, were proposed by O’Sullivan and Mahan in 1964, based on a series of 752 women who underwent OGTTs during pregnancy. Means and standard deviations (SDs) were derived for each of four whole blood glucose values (defined as mean plus 1, 2, or 3 SD). O’Sullivan and Mahan decided that two abnormal values would be needed for GDM diagnosis. The decision was based upon the desire to avoid misclassification due to laboratory error or the occasional individual with a single high glucose peak due to rapid absorption. Approximately 2% of pregnant women fulfilled the criteria of mean plus 2 SD, and these criteria became the basis for the diagnosis of GDM in the USA. The diagnostic criteria were applied to a separate group of 1,013 women who underwent 100-g OGTTs during their pregnancy. The risk of subsequent diabetes was 27% after a follow-up period of 8 years, when values at 2 SD were used as the diagnostic threshold during pregnancy.  

In 1979, the National Diabetes Data Group criteria (NDDG) converted the whole blood glucose thresholds to the plasma values (approximately 14% higher as compared with the original O’Sullivan and Mahan criteria), in response to the general change in laboratory standards from whole blood to plasma or serum. Subsequently, new laboratory technology for glucose measurements using glucose oxidase and hexokinase methods, led to the formulation of the Carpenter and Coustan criteria. The original O’Sullivan and Mahan criteria were established using Somogyi–Nelson technology. The Somogyi–Nelson method is not specific for glucose, and also measures approximately 0.27 mmol/L (5 mg/dL) of nonglucose reducing substances. Glucose oxidase and hexokinase methods, on the other hand, measure only glucose. In 1982, Carpenter and Coustan used the glucose oxidase method to derive a set of criteria by first subtracting 5 mg/dL from O’Sullivan and Mahan’s original values and then adding 14% to each (to account for the conversion from whole blood to plasma glucose values), and, finally, rounding to the nearest 5 mg/dL (0.27 mmol/L). This formulated the Carpenter and Coustan criteria.  

### 75-g OGTT

The initial recommendation for using 75-g OGTT in pregnancy was from the World Health Organization (WHO). The WHO used the same criteria for diagnosing diabetes both during and outside of pregnancy. This approach was criticized, as it ignored the physiological changes in carbohydrate metabolism that occurs during pregnancy. In 1999, the WHO lowered the threshold for FPG from 7.8 mmol/L (140 mg/dL) to 7.0 mmol/L (126 mg/dL) and recommended that pregnant women meeting the criteria for diabetes mellitus or impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) be classified as having GDM. All these criteria had a common problem, namely, they were validated for predicting the future risk of diabetes only in the mother. A need was felt to derive new criteria linking level of glycemia to pregnancy and fetal outcomes. The current 75-g IADPSG criteria have been devised keeping this fact in mind and evaluating evidence that associates abnormal glucose tolerance in pregnancy with adverse perinatal outcomes. Unblinded studies since 1995 have shown adverse perinatal outcomes to be linearly linked with glycemic levels in gestation. The landmark study in this respect was the HAPO study. The HAPO study was a large, multicenter, multinational, epidemiologic study in which 23,316 women (>30 times larger than the O’Sullivan cohort) underwent blinded 2-hour, three-sample, 75-g OGTTs at 24–32 weeks of gestation. All women with a fasting plasma glucose (FPG) ≤5.8 mmol/L (105 mg/dL) and 2 hours values up to 11.1 mmol/L (200 mg/dL) were included. The HAPO clearly established a linear relationship between each of the glucose values (fasting, 1 hour, and 2 hours) on OGTT and a
broad range of predefined pregnancy outcomes. The primary outcomes in the HAPO study were the frequency of large-for-gestational-age (LGA, >90th centile) babies, primary cesarean section, clinical neonatal hypoglycemia, and neonatal hyperbilirubinemia. All of these primary outcomes as well as secondary outcomes like fetal adiposity, preeclampsia, and birth trauma/shoulder dystocia were related to each of the maternal OGTT glucose results in a continuous fashion. The independent associations of hyperglycemia with pregnancy outcomes persisted after extensive adjustment for potential confounders including maternal body mass index (BMI), age, height, mean arterial pressure, and parity.\(^5,12\)

In 2008, the IADPSG recommended the establishment of new diagnostic criteria for GDM based on data from the HAPO study. The diagnostic threshold would have to be somewhat arbitrary, because of the linear association between glycemic values and pregnancy outcomes. The diagnostic thresholds that were decided by the IADPSG consensus panel are based on glucose levels that give 75% increased risk of birth weight ≥90th centile, cord C peptide ≥90th centile, and percentage body fat ≥90th centile as compared with mean glucose levels of women of HAPO cohort. On this basis, the IADPSG recommended a fasting glucose level of 5.1 mmol/L (92 mg/dL), a 1-hour level of 10.0 mmol/L (180 mg/dL), or a 2-hour value of 8.5 mmol/L (153 mg/dL) as diagnostic for GDM.\(^3\) The IADPSG criteria have been endorsed by WHO, ADA, and the Endocrine Society of USA.\(^5,13,14\)

### Controversy: should IADPSG criteria be adopted universally?

The prevalence of GDM increases by two- to threefold if the IADPSG criterion is adopted for screening. There is an ongoing debate whether such an increase in prevalence allows identification of previously ignored risks, or results in overmedicalization of healthy pregnancies.\(^5,15–20\) There is a need to closely look at arguments on both sides.

#### Arguments against adopting IADPSG criteria universally

##### Weak association of complications with glycemic levels

The lack of association between perinatal mortality and higher blood glucose levels, as observed in the HAPO study, has been used as a strong counterpoint by the detractors of the IADPSG criteria.\(^12,16\) The association between secondary endpoints (shoulder dystocia, premature delivery, hyperbilirubinemia, and preeclampsia) and glycemic levels was significant, but clinical relevance of this finding is limited as these complications are relatively infrequent. The association between maternal blood glucose and certain endpoints like neonatal hypoglycemia, birth weight, cesarean section rate, and preeclampsia either disappeared or became weak when maternal characteristics such as BMI were taken into account.\(^12,16–19\)

#### Increased rate of intervention and adverse effects

The diagnosis of GDM, irrespective of the degree of glucose control achieved, per se leads to increased interventions, earlier delivery, an increased cesarean section rate (even if birth weight is normalized by treatment), and a higher number of neonatal admissions to special care nurseries.\(^16,17,20\) This phenomenon has been observed in the Australian Carbohydrate Intolerance Study in Pregnant Women (ACHOIS).\(^21\) The basis for this finding is not entirely clear, but it may be related to the overcautious approach adopted by caregivers in pregnancies with diabetes. These complications may be more frequent in routine clinical settings, outside of controlled research settings.\(^16,17\)

Lower diagnostic values will apparently lower target glucose values implying that more women will be treated with glucose-lowering therapy. This may increase the risk of maternal hypoglycemia and poor fetal growth, which in turn will contribute to metabolic disorders in adulthood. All these interventions create stress and anxiety among women diagnosed as having GDM.\(^16,20\)

#### Evidence of no treatment benefit for mild GDM from RCTs

Two landmark randomized trials performed by Crowther et al (ACHOIS) and Landon et al (Maternal-Fetal Medicine Units, MFMU) influenced the recommendations for GDM diagnosis, by IADPSG.\(^21,22\) Analysts point out that these two trials were different from the HAPO study and should not have been considered along with it.\(^16,17\) The broad differences between them and the HAPO study are discussed here.

1. **Trial design:** These were intervention trials to investigate the effect of GDM treatment (diet and/or insulin) on perinatal outcomes, whereas the HAPO study was an observational study.
2. **Inclusion/exclusion criteria:** Unlike HAPO, where women irrespective of previous GDM were included, both studies excluded women with such a history.
3. **Diagnostic criteria:** Both studies used a two-step diagnostic procedure but with different diagnostic criteria. The criteria for the ACHOIS study were positive 50 g glucose challenge test (GCT) at 24–34 weeks’ gestation.
(≥7.8 mmol/L) and FPG ≤7.8 mmol/L and 2 hours value 7.8–11 mmol/L on 75-g OGTT. For the MFMU study, the criteria were positive 50 g GCT at 24–31 weeks’ gestation (7.5–11.1 mmol/L) and FPG ≤5.3 mmol/L and 2 or 3 postload levels elevated (1 hour >10.0; 2 hours >8.6; 3 hours >7.8 mmol/L) on 100-g OGTT. The MFMU study excluded women with FBG values >5.3 mmol/L (95 mg/dL), so the participants were less hyperglycemic than those of the ACHOIS cohort. The HAPO study used a single-step testing protocol without a prior GCT.

4. Outcomes: Both studies included perinatal mortality as a serious outcome, unlike in the HAPO study, in which perinatal mortality was not a part of the assessment. In the ACHOIS study,21 the routine care group showed a higher prevalence (4% vs 1%) of composite primary outcome of “any serious perinatal complication.” However, some of the deaths could not plausibly be attributed to the non-treatment of GDM: for example, one infant had a lethal congenital anomaly, and another had severe intrauterine growth retardation. In the MFMU trial,22 no difference was found between the groups in the composite primary outcome score.

Meta-analysis of treatment trials
A recent meta-analysis of the treatment RCTs (including, and dominated by, the ACHOIS and MFMU trials) concluded that the only pregnancy outcomes affected by lowering the threshold for detection and treatment of GDM are a reduction in macrosomia (odd ratio [OR] 0.38; 95% CI, 0.30–0.49), LGA infants (OR 0.48; 95% CI, 0.38–0.62), and the incidence of shoulder dystocia (OR 0.40; 95% CI, 0.21–0.75).23 In summary, the intervention trials in GDM confirmed that treatment contributes to a 2%–3% reduction in birth weight, leading to a lower incidence of “big babies” and shoulder dystocia. Moreover, the risk–benefit ratio for treatment is debatable. The authors of the ACHOIS trial calculated an NNT (number-needed-to-treat) of 34 to prevent “any serious perinatal complication,” but an NNH (number-needed-to-harm) of 11 for induction of labor or admission to neonatal nursery.21

Arguments in favor of adopting IADPSG criteria universally
Experts in favor of IADPSG criteria argue that the National Institute of Health (NIH) panel’s report and other critiques have failed to address the issue of increasing prevalence of prediabetes and undiagnosed type 2 diabetes, outside pregnancy, in women of childbearing age.16–18,24 Moreover, considering the metabolic milieu in pregnancy, the threshold for diagnosis of diabetes has to be lower and more stringent than for the general population. Given the NHANES prevalence estimates for impaired glucose metabolism reaching 30% in women of childbearing age, the two- to threefold increase in prevalence of GDM, using the IADPSG approach may actually represent the true picture.24

Association of complications with glycemic levels
According to the investigators of the HAPO study, glycermia was more strongly associated with the primary study outcomes as compared with maternal BMI.25,26 The effects of these two variables on primary outcomes were additive, without a statistically significant interaction.25 The consensus panel chose features of diabetic fetopathy, namely, the frequency of birth weight >90th centile, percent body fat >90th centile, and cord C peptide >90th centile for the determination of diagnostic glucose thresholds. These are key phenotypic features of babies directly related to the pathophysiology of GDM and may also link with future metabolic abnormalities in adulthood. The selected thresholds also identify an increased risk of more severe, though less frequent, adverse pregnancy outcomes.27

Increase in adverse effects and interventions
IADPSG recommendations represent a well-reasoned consensus view as to the levels of glycermia that are “sufficient to merit identification and treatment.” These criteria, if thoughtfully implemented, will appropriately identify and allow treatment of the metabolic abnormalities of GDM. This will lead to well-established benefits, in terms of immediate pregnancy outcomes, and likely benefits, in terms of future maternal and offspring health.5,15

Evidence of treatment benefit for mild GDM from RCTs
Experts favoring the IADPSG criteria argue that there is a high degree of congruence in the results of these two trials (ACHOIS and MFMU);21,22 as discussed in detail here:

1. Glycemic threshold at entry: Despite different diagnostic criteria of the two trials, as compared with the HAPO study, the subjects recruited in all studies had glycemic values comparable to those in the HAPO study.5,12,15,21,22 In the ACHOIS study, the FPG value was used only to exclude women, initially using FPG 7.8 mmol/L (140 mg/dL) and changing it later to 7.0 mmol/L (126 mg/dL) after a change in the WHO recommendations. Thus, it would have been possible for women with
marked fasting hyperglycemia to be included in this trial. However, as this degree of fasting hyperglycemia is very uncommon in pregnancy when the 2-hour plasma glucose is <11.1 mmol/L (200 mg/dL), this criterion was rarely invoked.\textsuperscript{15,21} Landon et al\textsuperscript{22} applied a much more stringent criterion, excluding women with FPG 5.3 mmol/L (95 mg/dL).

The mean FPG of 4.8 mmol/L (86 mg/dL) is similar in both ACHOIS and MFMU RCTs. The median 2-hour glucose of the ACHOIS cohort was actually close to the IADPSG recommended 2-hour diagnostic threshold, meaning that if this value alone were to be used for diagnosis, around 50% of these women, who benefited from intervention, would not have been diagnosed as having GDM.\textsuperscript{15}

2. Advantages of treatment of GDM: Both studies showed a reduction in complications with the identification and active treatment of mild GDM. This was seen in terms of mean birth weight, frequency of LGA,\textsuperscript{21,22} reduction in fat mass, and in the reduction of shoulder dystocia.\textsuperscript{22} Hypertensive disorders of pregnancy (gestational hypertension and preeclampsia) were also substantially reduced by active GDM treatment.\textsuperscript{21,22} Maternal weight gain was lessened by active therapy.\textsuperscript{21,22} Induction of labor was increased by active treatment in the Crowther study,\textsuperscript{21} but not in the Landon study.\textsuperscript{22} The frequency of cesarean sections was unchanged in the ACHOIS study\textsuperscript{21} and reduced in the MFMU study.\textsuperscript{22} A subsequent systematic review concluded that the observed reductions in LGA, shoulder dystocia, and preeclampsia are consistent across these and other available reports.\textsuperscript{28} As for perinatal mortality, the HAPO study was not powered to detect a difference in perinatal mortality, and for ethical reasons, the protocol was designed to minimize the risk of perinatal mortality.

**Consensus**

The relationship between hyperglycemia and adverse pregnancy outcomes is well defined through a large volume of congruent observational epidemiologic data, which were also considered for IADPSG recommendations.

The major observational studies have generally been performed with a 75-g OGTT, without prior GCT. The results, in particular the associations with excess fetal growth and its complications and the risk of pregnancy hypertension, remain consistent despite varying methods of analysis. No study found a clear diagnostic threshold or “inflection point” for any glucose measure above which risk increased sharply. Therefore, any decision regarding threshold values for GDM diagnosis will, by definition, be arbitrary, based on an individual or consensus view of the level of risk that is “sufficient” to merit the GDM label. The underlying principles of the IADPSG consensus process were 1) that women with equivalent levels of glucose-associated risk should be classified in a similar manner, and 2) that glucose criteria should be standardized internationally.\textsuperscript{27}

**Universal testing for hyperglycemia in pregnancy in first trimester**

Pregnant women with overt diabetes and suboptimal blood glucose control in early pregnancy are at increased risk of having a fetus with congenital anomalies and are also at increased personal risk of worsening of diabetic retinopathy and nephropathy. Early diagnosis of previously undiscovered overt diabetes in a pregnant woman may allow for the rapid institution of therapy to mitigate these risks. As the frequency of obesity and T2DM in young adults is increasing worldwide, most guidelines now recommend screening for overt diabetes at the first prenatal visit, especially in high-risk groups.\textsuperscript{2,13,14,18,19,29}

The cutoffs for tests, recommended to detect diabetes in early pregnancy are FPG: 126 mg/dL (7.0 mmol/L); random plasma glucose: 200 mg/dL (11.1 mmol/L); or HbA\textsubscript{1c}: 6.5% (47 mmol/mol), same as recommended for nonpregnant population.\textsuperscript{3} However, the WHO does not consider HbA\textsubscript{1c} for the diagnosis of overt diabetes in pregnancy.\textsuperscript{14} It is generally considered that there is not enough evidence to recommend the screening and treatment of GDM before 24 weeks of gestation,\textsuperscript{50} and some professional organizations still recommend risk factor-based screening in the first trimester.\textsuperscript{18,19}

IADPSG recommends that an FPG 92 mg/dL (5.1 mmol/L) in early pregnancy be classified as GDM.\textsuperscript{3} This recommendation remains highly debatable as the figure is based on data extrapolated from the cutoff value used on the 75-g OGTT later in pregnancy. A recent evaluation of the FPG in the first prenatal visit to diagnose GDM in People’s Republic of China showed that an FPG level between 110 and 125 mg/dL (6.1–6.9 mmol/L) was a much better predictor of the development of GDM and that, for their population, an FPG level of 92 mg/dL (5.1 mmol/L) at the first prenatal visit could not be supported as the criterion for the diagnosis of GDM.\textsuperscript{31}

However, the recommendation of IADPSG for the diagnosis of overt diabetes is agreed upon even by the strong critics of the proposed criterion of IADPSG for the diagnosis of GDM.\textsuperscript{18} Based on available evidence, universal screening for GDM has to be carried out after 24 weeks, without any
doubt or controversy. On the pragmatic side, it is worthwhile to test blood glucose in the first trimester to rule out overt diabetes.

Two-step screening: GCT followed by OGTT

In the two-step screening approach, a 50-g GCT is followed by a 100-g, 3-hour OGTT if warranted by the results from the GCT. The screening threshold for GDM in the United States of either 7.8 mmol/L (140 mg/dL) or 7.2 mmol/L (130 mg/dL) on the 50-g, 1-hour oral GCT is used. Those who screen positive are followed up by an oral 100-g glucose tolerance test (OGTT, in which four blood samples are drawn over a 3-hour period after a woman drinks 100 g of glucose solution). GDM is officially diagnosed with a positive result on two abnormal values on OGTT. The current diagnostic thresholds for the OGTT are: \( \geq 5.3 \text{ mmol/L} \) (95 mg/dL) (fasting); \( \geq 10 \text{ mmol/L} \) (180 mg/dL) (1 hour); \( \geq 8.6 \text{ mmol/L} \) (155 mg/dL) (2 hours); and \( \geq 7.8 \text{ mmol/L} \) (140 mg/dL) (3 hours). In the USA, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) along with the NIH still promotes a two-step process with initial 50-g nonfasting GCT.

Arguments favoring two-step method

An advantage of the widely used two-step test (nonfasting 50 g glucose challenge, followed, if positive, by a fasting OGTT) is that women have to “fail” two tests to be diagnosed with GDM, so one can be more confident that indeed they have significant glucose intolerance. The proposed one-step test, while administratively more convenient, loses this discriminating power. This concern has been raised in view of poor reproducibility of OGTT. As illustrated by studies that have looked at the results of women having two 100-g OGTTs at short intervals (with two elevated glucose results out of four required to diagnose GDM), nearly a quarter of women changed diagnostic category on the second test – with a similar number going from abnormal to normal as the other way round. Reliance on a single blood glucose result in a one-step screening test, especially using lower thresholds, will have even poorer precision. Moreover, first step by GCT has the advantage that it can be performed throughout the day without the need to be in fasting conditions.

Arguments opposing two-step method

Detractors opine that reproducibility was more of a problem with older methods of estimation of glucose, rather than with the current assays. The decision of diagnosis of GDM on the basis of two abnormal values in 100-g OGTT was also arbitrary. How GCT evolved and got incorporated into a two-step strategy is also a speculation, as it was not evidence based.

The two-step screening preceded by GCT followed by full OGTT inevitably delays the diagnosis of GDM and therefore treatment. A systematic review compared the 50-g GCT and the OGTT (either 75 or 100 g) to estimate the sensitivity and specificity of the GCT for GDM. For consecutively recruited patients, the pooled sensitivity was 0.74 for a specificity of 0.85, meaning that the process of performing GCT and then OGTT misses around 26% of potential GDM diagnoses. At certain places, the figures may be even higher, as GCT screening misses many of those with GDM with a modestly elevated fasting glucose. Recent data from the HAPO study suggested that 63%–73% of cases in North American centers were diagnosed on the basis of an elevated fasting glucose level alone. The other serious concern about using a GCT is the no-show rate for the definitive OGTT for women who are abnormal. In the Toronto Tri-Hospital Gestational Diabetes Project, 10% of women did not proceed with the GTT; in a New Zealand study, the rate was 23%. A recent North American report found that only 36% attended the OGTT. The cost-effectiveness of two-step screening has to be weighed against inadvertent delay and missed diagnosis, and with their resultant potential maternal and fetal complications.

The result of GCT is influenced by the timing of meals, and that of testing. A recent study showed that among women with a positive GCT, those tested in the afternoon have better metabolic function and a lower risk of GDM on subsequent OGTT. This suggests that the time of testing may lead to misclassification of patients with markedly elevated GCT results if GDM is diagnosed without confirmation by OGTT.

A recent prospective observational study randomized 786 pregnant women to screen for GDM either with a one-step method using a 75-g OGTT using IADPSG criteria (n=386) or with a two-step method with a 50-g GCT and a 100-g OGTT using the Carpenter and Coustan criteria (n=400), and then analyzed the prevalence of GDM using the one- and two-step methods. This study also aimed to determine whether women diagnosed as having normal glucose tolerance by the two-step method had any worse neonatal outcome than those determined to have normal glucose tolerance by the one-step method. Women diagnosed with GDM by either process were treated according to the local management protocol including endocrinology review, glucose
monitoring, dietary advice, and medication if required. The one-step method had a GDM prevalence of 14.5%, and the two-step method a prevalence of 6%. Women determined to have normal glucose tolerance in the two-step method had a greater risk of preeclampsia and macrosomia compared with the women defined as having normal glucose tolerance in the one-step method. On the basis of their study, authors strongly advocate elimination of the two-step process.

The advantages and disadvantages of the two-step and one-step screening protocol are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Two-step</th>
<th>One-step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>In the two-step screening approach, a 50-g GCT followed</td>
<td>In the one-step screening approach, 75- or 100-g OGTT is done in all patients, without the preliminary step by GCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by a 100-g, 3-hour OGTT. Those who screen positive are followed up by an oral 100-g glucose tolerance test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>• Fewer false positives</td>
<td>• Simple to follow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Avoids OGTT in more than 75% of the women</td>
<td>• Easily diagnosed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
<td>• Missed diagnosis: 75% sensitivity with 84% specificity as compared with single-step 100-g OGTT</td>
<td>• Poor reproducibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Delay in initiating treatment even in those who test positive</td>
<td>• All women need to come in fasting state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It requires patients to make two visits for testing, where</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GCT is not feasible throughout the day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: GDM, gestational diabetes mellitus; GCT, glucose challenge test; OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test.

Role of HbA1c in screening for gestational diabetes mellitus

Although the HbA1c reference intervals for the general population are well established, reference intervals for healthy pregnant women are not clearly defined. A study in India showed that by using different ranges of HbA1c for the IADPSG criteria and the old ADA criteria, an OGTT could be avoided in approximately 40% (IADPSG) and 60% (ADA) of women, respectively. However, the HAPO study showed that associations with adverse outcomes were significantly stronger with glucose measures than with HbA1c.

Different studies report different trends in HbA1c during pregnancy. Increase, decrease, and no change in HbA1c levels during pregnancy have been reported by different research groups. Davies and Welborn showed that mean HbA1c levels tend to rise after the first trimester of pregnancy in both normal and diabetic patients. This occurs despite the fact that FBG levels tend to fall in normal pregnancy, and in the diabetic patient, control of blood glucose levels improves with the progress of pregnancy. They proposed that some factor other than the level of glucose in the blood must be operating, since if HbA1c reflects only the average blood glucose level, it must fall with the progress of pregnancy. An explanation for this phenomenon is not clear. Pollak et al indicated that HbA1c did not alter with the progress of pregnancy. Widness et al found in a group of 13 nondiabetic women a significant fall in HbA1c from the first to the third trimester. McFarland et al also reported a decrease in HbA1c from the first half of pregnancy to the third trimester.

Altogether, the findings suggest that an HbA1c measurement is not a useful alternative to an OGTT in pregnant women.

Recommendations

Adoption of IADPSG criteria

The “IADPSG criteria” have been accepted by a variety of professional and other health care bodies including the Endocrine Society, Australasian Diabetes in Pregnancy Society, and WHO, but challenged by others including the NIH consensus panel and the ACOG. The ADA has recommended that any one of them could be used for the diagnosis of GDM.

Universal screening for overt diabetes in pregnancy

IADPSG recommends opportunistic screening of pregnant women for preexisting diabetes at the first antenatal visit either universally in all women or in high-risk ones. The decision is left to the discretion of the treating physician/obstetrician. The Endocrine Society Guidelines recommend testing all pregnant women, using the same diagnostic cutoffs that are recommended in the nonpregnant population, whereas the ADA recommends testing women with risk factors for diabetes. The WHO have adopted the entire IADPSG recommendation except the adoption of HbA1c as a diagnostic tool for diabetes in pregnancy. However, all women with significant risk factors must be screened for
unrecognized type 2 diabetes in early pregnancy. NIH and ACOG advocate risk factor-based screening before 24 weeks of gestation.\textsuperscript{18,19} The Australasian Diabetes in Pregnancy Society (ADIPS) recommends risk factor-based screening at the first antenatal visit.\textsuperscript{29} Women with high-risk ethnicity or a BMI of 25–35 kg/m\textsuperscript{2} as their only risk factor are considered to be at “moderate risk” and should initially be screened with either a random or an FPG test. This may be followed by a 75-g OGTT (IADPSG criteria) if clinically indicated. Overweight or obese women from high-risk ethnicity should be evaluated by OGTT. OGTT is recommended at the first opportunity after conception for women having any of the high-risk factors for GDM listed in Table 2.\textsuperscript{49}

**Two-step versus one-step testing**

The ACOG and an independent expert panel assigned by the NIH continue to promote the use of the two-step screening strategy with the nonfasting 50-g GCT and if abnormal, followed by the 3-hour 100-g OGTT using the Carpenter and Coustan criteria or the NDDG criteria.\textsuperscript{18,19} Recently, both the WHO and the Endocrine Society have advocated the use of the IADPSG criteria for the diagnosis of GDM.\textsuperscript{13,14} ADIPS also advocates one-step testing.\textsuperscript{29} The 2015 ADA recommendations specify that further research is needed to establish a uniform approach to diagnosing GDM, and now left the option open between the one-step IADPSG recommendation and the two-step screening strategy.\textsuperscript{2}

**HbA\textsubscript{1c} in screening for gestational diabetes mellitus**

HbA\textsubscript{1c} is not recommended for screening of GDM by any of the guidelines.\textsuperscript{2,13,14,18,19,29} This may be due to scarce data on this aspect. Physiological changes in red cell mass and turn-over occurring during pregnancy also make interpretation of HbA\textsubscript{1c} in relation to glycemic levels difficult in pregnancy.\textsuperscript{43} However, HbA\textsubscript{1c} is recommended by IADPSG to rule out overt diabetes in the first trimester.\textsuperscript{3}

The recommendations on various aspects of screening are summarized in Table 3.

**Pragmatic approach**

Screening for GDM is an essential part of obstetric care. The only controversy is how to screen for the condition. The first diagnostic criterion proposed by O’Sullivan in 1964 and its subsequent modifications (Carpenter and Coustan) were based on the maternal risk of developing type 2 diabetes, rather than on neonatal outcomes. IADPSG, in contrast, attempts to redefine GDM in terms of neonatal and short-term maternal outcomes. But we are still far from attaining a holistic criterion based on both short- and long-term outcomes. Criteria based on the maternal risk of developing type 2 diabetes would appear to underdiagnose; whereas those based on only short-term outcomes may over diagnose GDM. A decision tree that balances neonatal outcome concern with maternal outcome and risk from treatment would seem to be the way forward, eventually. This requires more studies and data, of course.

Even though the IADPSG criteria aim to improve the perinatal outcomes, it may not be practical or feasible for every country/center to adopt it universally. As per the WHO, each health care facility needs to assess their burden of hyperglycemia in pregnancy and decide whether and how

---

**Table 2** High-risk factors for gestational diabetes mellitus

- Previous history of gestational diabetes mellitus
- Previously elevated blood glucose level
- Maternal age ≥40 years
- Family history of diabetes mellitus (first degree relative with diabetes or a sister with gestational diabetes mellitus)
- Body mass index >35 kg/m\textsuperscript{2}
- Previous macrosomia (baby with birth weight >4,500 g or >90th centile)
- Polycystic ovary syndrome
- Medications: corticosteroids, antipsychotics

**Table 3** Recommendations on various aspects of screening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommending body</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Screening on first antenatal visit</th>
<th>Screening at 24–32 weeks with OGTT</th>
<th>One-step/two-step screening</th>
<th>HbA\textsubscript{1c} for screening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endocrine Society, USA\textsuperscript{13}</td>
<td>IADPSG</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>One-step</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Health Organization\textsuperscript{14}</td>
<td>IADPSG</td>
<td>Universal or Risk factor-based</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>One-step</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACOG\textsuperscript{19}</td>
<td>Carpenter and Coustan</td>
<td>Risk factor-based</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>Two-step</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADA\textsuperscript{3}</td>
<td>IADPSG/Carpenter and Coustan</td>
<td>Risk factor-based</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>Either of one</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADIPS\textsuperscript{19}</td>
<td>IADPSG</td>
<td>Risk factor-based</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>One-step</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ACOG, American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists; ADA, American Diabetes Association; ADIPS, Australasian Diabetes in Pregnancy Society; IADPSG, International Association of Diabetes and Pregnancy Study Groups; OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test.
Table 4  Pragmatic indications for one- and two-step approaches based on biopsychosocial model

**Biological:**
One-step preferable: high-risk conditions, with likely chances of having GDM, like obesity, PCOS, etc. Missed or delayed diagnosis in such cases could increase the adverse effects.

Two-step preferable: Medical or obstetrical contraindications for frequent travel. Negative GCT can prevent travel (if GCT could be done on routine antenatal visit) and further testing in nearly 75% of women.

**Psychological:**
One-step preferable: fear of frequent investigations

**Social:**
One-step preferable: chances of not following again for OGTT after GCT
Two-step preferable: difficult travel conditions/limited resources to carry out OGTT in every patient (if GCT could be done on routine antenatal visit)

**Abbreviations:**
GCT, glucose challenge test; GDM, gestational diabetes mellitus; OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test; PCOS, polycystic ovarian syndrome.

it will implement programs to test for and treat such women. The WHO have proposed further strategies to overcome barriers of OGTT testing with compromise on missing some cases of GDM. But again, the suggestions are made on the basis of limited studies, and the applicability of the results of one study needs to be evaluated in the indigenous population before a particular strategy is adopted. While developed health care practices may follow a two-step method, a one-step approach may be more useful for situations where access or travel to health care centers is limited or arduous. The benefits of a second test, performed in a second visit, must be balanced against the cost and inconvenience of travel. Travel is also associated with health risks. However, if GCT is accomplished on routine antenatal visit, then a two-step strategy may be beneficial in such cases. The universal screening to rule out overt diabetes should, however, be adopted in ethnicities/countries with a high prevalence of diabetes. We summarize the pragmatic indications for the one- and two-step approaches on the basis of a biopsychosocial model in Table 4 and an overall pragmatic approach based on guidance from various professional bodies in Figure 1.

**Future directions**
It is felt that most guidelines fail to address the need and constraints of low-resource settings, where the demand for clear and simple directions is the greatest. The screening protocols are often based on evidence from scientific research carried out by well-resourced academic institutions. However, the typical clinical settings in low- and middle-income countries with poor resources and high disease burden face conditions that are often far away from these ideal settings. This calls into question the feasibility of applying screening procedures and diagnostic criteria. Future studies need to address these issues in great detail. Data on the preference of pregnant women for a particular diagnostic test are unavailable. Future studies should also evaluate the impact of any strategy on personal satisfaction, quality of life, or psychological aspects of individual patients. Patient preferences, convenience of testing versus outcome of testing and treatment should also be taken into account. This is indeed an important future research imperative as without patient compliance, evidence-based screening decisions are useless. As per our clinical experience and that of other experts, pregnant women are more concerned about the outcome of their pregnancy than by the relatively minor inconveniences of diagnostic testing, GDM labeling and possible treatment of limited duration.

The NIH consensus panel identifies as a priority the conduct of a new RCT evaluating outcomes in women currently classified as “normal” according to prevalent US criteria but who would be considered abnormal by the IADPSG and the ADA. The diagnosis of GDM is generally made in the late second or early third trimester. Early detection and treatment may potentially improve outcomes. However, there is a dearth of evidence in this area. Well-designed studies are needed to determine the most appropriate means of testing for GDM in early pregnancy and to explore the outcomes of early treatment interventions.

The adoption of IADPSG criteria by some professional organizations is mainly due to potential benefits (to mother and child) in the prevention of short-term pregnancies and perinatal outcomes. Data on potential long-term benefits to the health of the mother and her offspring are still scarce. Future studies and/or follow-up of previous cohorts like the HAPO study could answer this question.

**Summary**
Apart from the debate on other issues, the first step should be the implementation of universal screening to identify more severe cases of GDM. This step will already be a major one in most countries. The different viewpoints from experts and guidelines underscore the fact that there are data to support each strategy (IADPSG vs Carpenter and Coustan criteria; one-step
vs two-step screening). The decision on which strategy to implement must therefore be made on the basis of the relative role of cost considerations, and availability of infrastructure locally, nationally, and internationally. In addition, patient preferences should be taken into account as part of any screening strategy.
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